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THE MUSIC 
The music of the Cuban-American composer Orlando Jacinto Garcia inhabits a sonic universe of its very own, one where, as the 

composer himself has noted, the musical landscape is constructed in order to evoke a thorough suspension of time. Despite the 

kaleidoscopic influences in his work of traditions old and new, of western art-music forms and indigenous instruments or 

performance practices, Garcia’s oeuvre reflects a natural preoccupation with the aesthetic of his mentor and teacher, Morton 

Feldman, as well as the evolution of a musical voice that subsumes all these disparate elements. The result is a soundscape which 

transcends the moment of performance in service of the attainment of a higher physical and spiritual plane.  

The three works on the present release correspond almost precisely to the past three decades of Garcia’s career and thus present for 

the interpreter and listener alike a kind of survey of his development. rendering counterpoint (String Quartet #1) serves as a bridge 

between the composer’s nascent language and his confrontation with the already-canonized music of Morton Feldman. Over the 

course of three weeks in February, 1985, Garcia spent an intense period engaged directly with Feldman in study and contemplation, 

the result being an immediate flurry of activity yielding eight major works composed over a period of eighteen months. Having just 

visited Feldman at the 1986 June in Buffalo Festival, Garcia then took as a point of departure his elder colleague’s oft-repeated 

statement that, no matter how hard he tried, Arnold Schoenberg could never fully motivate his own students to render counterpoint in 

the style of the 18th-century composers they were to emulate. Thus we may perceive the parallel notion, albeit unintentional, of 

Garcia’s rendering of Feldman’s concerns. In this early period of his transformation, the composer employs the tradition of 

counterpoint as a means of governing the use of shifting musical parameters – dynamic, bow orientation, and the like – via his then 

dissonant harmonic palette. 

Orlando Jacinto Garcia’s next essay in this form arrived just more than a decade later, in the summer of 1998, and was premiered 

by the Miami String Quartet the same autumn. cuatro (String Quartet #2) is a work whose very title connotes the kinds of multiplanar 

issues at play throughout his catalogue. At the most basic level, cuatro – four in Spanish – refers to the number of players in the 

ensemble and the resultant interplay between them. Next in this hierarchy is the traditional Cuban instrument of the same name, 

similar in size to a guitar but typically having four courses of doubled, sympathetic strings. The frequent interjection of plucked and 

strummed pizzicati in the work suggests this reference point. The concept of four functions on a structural level as well, for the piece 

itself may be broken down into the same number of discrete sections played without pause. Garcia notes as well, rather cryptically, 

the explicit influence of four composers, known only to him, whose music has in one way or another catalyzed the creation of this 

work. His ultimate concerns, however, are the evocation of a thoroughly non-western temporal evolution, which is to say the slowly 

shifting, process-oriented motion of nature, alongside an exploration of the counterpoint between register, timbre, and density. The 

consonant language itself evinces the composer’s more recent experiments with less dissonant materials within a non-referential 

context. He revised the work in 2000 and it was premiered in this final form by the Cuarteto Latinoamericano. 



Garcia’s most recent work for this instrumentation, I never saw another butterfly (String Quartet #3), was written in the spring of 

2018 for his colleagues at Florida International University, the Amernet String Quartet, and premiered by them at that season’s New 

Music Miami Festival. 

Given this ensemble’s commitment to music of the Holocaust, they had requested a work addressing that theme after experiencing the 

composer’s Auschwitz (nunca se olvidaran) for choir and orchestra. The title of the new work, I Never Saw Another Butterfly, refers to 

a book of art and poetry created by children interned at Terezin, the so-called model camp on the outskirts of Prague. Garcia 

acquired a copy of this book in the late-1990s during a visit to the US Holocaust Museum and, so profoundly moved by the 

expressions of young people in the face of inhuman tragedy, he wrote this work for string quartet as a memorial.  He likewise 

conceived the piece as a kind of requiem for all children who have been the victims of senseless violence. Although the work is not 

strictly programmatic, distilled and glacially-moving musical material inspires a kind of meditational or confessional mood designed 

to ensnare the listener in the suspension of time. Likewise, the dichotomies between consonance and dissonance, sustained material 

versus melodic lines, silences and ostinatos or repeated rhythmic patterns, provide seemingly limitless permutations of reference.  

In preparing this written primer for so integral a part of Orlando’s oeuvre, I’ve found fertile ground for taking stock of the myriad 

experiences, associations, and discussions surrounding the study and performance of an important living composer’s complete works 

for string quartet (for now, anyway – no intrepid performer or ensemble worth his salt ever ceases badgering his colleagues for new 

music!). Indeed when Grove gets ‘round to formal profiles of us all, it will be clear that our careers and musical lives have been 

intertwined for quite awhile. The members of the Amernet String Quartet have been close friends and colleagues of Orlando’s at the 

FIU School of Music for nearly two decades now, during which time we’ve performed all these works dozens of times around the 

world, in addition to functioning as humble muses for his creative voice in other constellations – solos, duos, and many more. And 

while we pride ourselves on our commitments to many musics – the so-called ‘standard’ repertoire, lesser-known works of the past, 

and of course the music of the 20th- and 21st-centuries – our outlook has always been colored by that of an early mentor to the 

ensemble, Juilliard String Quartet founding first violinist Robert Mann. At a heady time after World War II when American music 

was just emerging as a serious pillar of the firmament; when now-canonized bodies of music like the six quartets of Bartok remained 

but curiosities; and when ‘new music,’ as it were, had yet to break free of the academy and really establish a foothold on the concert 

stage, Mr Mann insisted that the old works be approached as though the ink were still wet and the newest as if firmly entrenched in 

the literature. We have taken that idea as the most vital impetus to marry all we’ve learned of the past to the marshaling of our 

resources in service of the music of today. Thus to have reaped the fruits of this symbiotic relationship with Orlando over so many 

years is, on one hand, an honor, but at the same time the throwing down of a gauntlet. His music – indeed all music which matters – 

lives long past its proverbial double bar and we look forward to revisiting it and wringing out as much more as time allows! 

Jason Calloway, cellist, October, 2020



THE COMPOSER
Through more than 200 works composed for a wide range 

of performance genres including interdisciplinary, site 

specific, and works with and without electronics for 

orchestra, choir, soloists, and a variety of chamber 

ensembles, Orlando Jacinto Garcia has established himself 

as an important figure in the new music world. The 

distinctive character of his music has often been described 

as "time suspended- haunting sonic explorations" qualities 

he developed from his studies with Morton Feldman among 

others.   

Born in Havana, Cuba in 1954, Garcia migrated to the United States in 1961. In demand as a guest composer, he is the recipient 

of numerous honors and awards from a variety of organizations and cultural institutions including the Rockefeller, Fulbright, Knight, 

Dutka, Civitella Ranieri, Bogliasco, and Cintas Foundations, the State of Florida, the MacDowell and Millay Colony, and the Ariel, 

Noise International, Matiz Rangel, Nuevas Resonancias, Salvatore Martirano, and Bloch International Competitions. Most recently 

he has been the recipient of 4 Latin Grammy nominations in the best Contemporary Classical Composition Category (2009-11, 

2015). With performances around the world at important venues by distinguished performers, his works are recorded on New 

Albion, O.O. Discs, CRI /New World, Albany, North/South, CRS, Rugginenti, VDM, Capstone, Innova, CNMAS, Opus One, Telos, 

and Toccata Classics. 

Garcia is the founder and director of the NODUS Ensemble, the Miami Chapter of the International Society for Contemporary 

Music, the New Music Miami ISCM Festival, and is a resident composer for the Miami Symphony Orchestra. A dedicated educator, 

he is Professor of Music, Distinguished University Professor, and Composer in Residence for the School of Music at Florida 

International University. 

For more information visit www.orlandojacintogarcia.com



THE PERFORMERS 
Praised for their "intelligence" and “immensely satisfying” playing by the New York Times, the Amernet String Quartet has 

garnered recognition as one of today's exceptional string quartets and are Ensemble-in-Residence at Florida International 

University in Miami.  Their sound has been called “complex” but with an “old world flavor.” Strad Magazine described the 

Amernet as “...a group of exceptional technical ability.” 

The Amernet's performance schedule has taken the quartet across the Americas and to Asia, Europe, and the Middle 

East.  They have collaborated with many of today's most prominent artists and ensembles including the Tokyo and Ying 

quartets as well as Shmuel Ashkenasi, Robert deMaine, Roberto Diaz, Gary Hoffman, Ida Kavafian, Anthony McGill, Sherrill 

Milnes, and Michael Tree. 

Internationally, the quartet has appeared at major festivals around the world, including Cervantino, San Miguel de Allende, 

Aviv (Israel), and Colima (Mexico), while in Germany a critic commented that their playing was “fascinating, with flawless 

intonation, extraordinary beauty of sound, virtuosic brilliance, and homogeneity of ensemble.”  (Nürnberger Nachrichten). The 

Amernet's U.S. engagements have included the Kennedy Center, Caramoor, Newport, and Music on the Edge in Pittsburgh. The 

Amernet has also appeared as quartet soloist with the Cincinnati Symphony and Alan Gilbert. Earlier in their career, the 

Amernet won the gold medal at the Tokyo International Music Competition before being named first prize winners of the 

prestigious Banff International String Quartet Competition.  

The Amernet has always been committed to the music of our time and has commissioned works from many of today's leading 

composers, working closely with artists including Anthony Brandt, Guillermo Carbo, John Corigliano, Orlando Garcia, John 

Harbison, Toshi Ichiyanagi, Pierre Jalbert, Bernard Rands, Morton Subotnick, Dmitri Tymoczko, Chinary Ung, and Judith Lang 

Zaimont.  Additionally, the group has made many recordings, among which are works of John Harbison with Sara Lambert 

Bloom and Charles Neidich; The Butterflies Began to Sing, a work by Morton Subotnick; albums of quartets by the American 

composers Stephen Dankner and Steven Gerber;  the music of of Dmitri Tymoczko; and the Chausson Concert with James 

Tocco and Yehonatan Berick.  In addition, the Amernet is keen on exploring collaborative projects and has recently appeared 

with Cantor Netanel Hershtik, jazz pianist Steve Allee, Josée Garant Dance, and the Kruger Brothers.   

The Amernet actively advocates for neglected works of the past and aims to enliven the concert experience through its 

innovative programming, which features a focus on composers of the Jewish diaspora and ‘re-imaginations’ for quartet by 

composer Jeffery Briggs of the 32 piano sonatas of Beethoven. 



The Amernet String Quartet:

Misha Vitenson, Violin 

Avi Nagin, Violin 

Michael Klotz, Viola 

Jason Calloway, Cello 

Please visit www.amernetquartet.com

for more information.
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